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Analytical potential energy surfaces have been constmcted for the ftrnF-center elimination of HC1 from 1,1- 
dichloroethylene. The potential functions are Morse-type f탸nctions which are modified by appropriate switch
ing and attermating functions with adjustable parameters. The parameters have been ftmnd by fitting the calc탾- 

lated vibrational fVeq탾encies, reaction endothermicity, eq탾libri탸m geometries of the reactant and prod탾cts to 
those of experiments and ab initio calculations. The translational energy release obtained from classical trajec
tory calculations on this surface is in good agreement with the experiment.

Introduction

The molecular elimination processes in haloethylenes, 
C?너4小X财 are classified in three types: (1) the four-center 
elimination, also called ag・ or 1,2-elimination is a concert
ed, one-step reaction directly leading to the products, 너Cl 
and acetylene or haloacetylene; (2) the three-center elimina
tion also referred to as a,a- or 1,1-elimination is a two-step 
reaction involving vinylidene or halovinylidene intermedi
ates which rearrange to acetylene or haloacetylene; (3) the H 
or halide migration leading to haloethylidene intermediates, 
which are then dissociated into the products via the three- 
center elimination.

Morokuma et al.1 studied potential enei^y surfoces for the 
unimolecular decomposition of dichloroethylene (DCE) and 
trichloroethylene in the ground electronic state by ab initio 
molecular orbital calculations. Experimentally, Umemoto et 
al.2 measured translational enei^y (Et) spectra of the Cl and 
HC1 fragments from the n — n excitation at 193 nm from 
vinyl chloride, trans-DCE, cz^-DCE, 1,1-DCE. The nascent 
rotational distributions of HC1 (u = 0, 1, and 2) generated 
from the photodi s soci ation of various isomers of DCE at214 
and 220 nm were also measured under molecular beam con
ditions.3 The dissociation occurs in the ground electronic 
state via internal conversion. Gordon et al.4 recently demon
strated that rotational energy distribution of 너Cl from the 
above dichloroethylenes is independent of the isomer of the 
parent molecule. The authors showed that only the four-cen
ter elimination takes place from 1,1-DCE. The measured 
rotational energy distributions of vibrationally excited 너Cl 
(u = 1 and 2) were Boltzmann-like, while those of HC1 
(u = 0) could not be represented by a single B이也mann dis
tribution which consisted of two components. The photodis
sociation of Jj-vinyl chloride was also investigated to 
elucidate the detailed dissociation mechanism of vinyl chlo
ride.5 It has been proposed that the product angular momen
tum distribution should be determined near the exit channel 
of the reaction coordinate and the very different rotational 
distribution observed in the case of HC1 (u > 0) sho니d be 

caused by formation of hydrogen-bonded n complexes 
between 너Cl and acetylene.

The detailed mechanism of the unimolecular dissociation 
of DCE can be understood from dynamics calculations. The 
first requirement for execution of computational studies is 
the construction of an acceptable potential energy surfoce to 
represent the 1,1 -dichloroethylene system. For polyatomic 
molecules with many electrons such as DCE, this is a formi
dable task which can only be accomplished with limited 
accuracy. The size and number of ab initio calculations 
required to characterize the entire surfoce are too large. This 
is particularly true in a system where there exist several 
product channels and saddle point regions that are important 
for the dynamics of the reaction. In addition, the use of arbi
trary functional forms selected to fit the ab initio results 
often leads to difficulties unless physically motivated forms 
are used.

The above considerations suggest that the most productive 
line of attack should be semi-empirical in nature. That is, a 
global representation of the potential energy surfoce should 
be searched which correctly reproduces as many of the 
known chemical features of the system as possible. These 
include the reaction endothermicity, the fundamental vibra
tional frequencies, and the equilibrium bond lengths and 
bond angles for all reactant and products. In addition, the 
surfoce should provide the correct reaction profile and bar
rier height. No matter what is done, however, the system is 
so complex that any global representation of the potential 
energy surfoce may necessarily be deficient in many 
respects. Nevertheless, if there are enough features of the 
surfoce that are in reasonable accord with experiments, then 
it should be possible to utilize the potential energy surfoce in 
various types of dynamics calculations.

In this paper, an analytical potential energy surfoce for the 
four-center elimination of 너Cl from 1,1 -dichloroethylene is 
reported. In order to test usefulness of the surface, classical 
trajectory calculations have been performed on the con
structed surfoce to determine the translational energy release 
from the reaction.
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Calculations

ab initio Calculation. The ab initio calculations were 
performed at the level of the second-order M^ler-Plesset 
perturbation (MP2) using the 6-31G^ basis in the GAMESS 
package.10 The minimum energy geometries for the reactant 
and products were found with 1.0 x 10-7 hartree/bohr gradi
ent convergence tolerance. The transition state geometry 
was determined under the same condition. To search for the 
transition state geometry, so-called the standard method 
implemented in the GAMESS package was used. Also, nor
mal coordinate analysis was carried out at the same level to 
identify optimized stationary points, which was obtained by 
scaling the MP2 frequencies by 0.93. The structures and 
vibrational frequencies of the optimized geometries in the 
reaction of 1,1-DCE were summarized in Table 1, 2 and 3. 
The structure of the transition state obtained by the ab initio 
calculation is shown in Figure 1(b).

Verification of whether the transiton state structure does 
indeed connect the reactant and products requires calculation 
of the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC).2m irc connect
ing the reactant and products through the transition state was 
calculated using the Gonzalez-Schlegel second order (GS2) 
method in the GAMESS package. The gradient cutoff value 
of 1.0 x 10-7 hartree/bohr was used to determine whether 
IRC was approaching minima. The stride of 0.10 sqrt 
Jaimi • bohr was used to calculate the step length taken.

Analytical Potential Energy Surface. The atomic num

bering adopted in the expression of the potential energy sur- 
foce is shown in Figure 1. The total potential energy was 
expressed in terms of analytical functions of the interatomic 
distances and bond angles.6-9 The energy minimum of the 
reactant is taken as the energy reference. The total potential 
energy is given by

Table 2. Harmonic irequencies (cm-1) and geometries of the 
product

MP2/6-31G** Experimental16 Analytical 
Potential

CHCC1
V CH stretch. 3284.43 3340 3361.58
V CC stretch. 2001.66 2110 2071.38
V3 CC1 stretch. 708.35 756 636.99
V4CH bend 496.08 604 1091.11
V5 CCC1 bend 180.70 326 357.73
HC1

V 2880.46 2991 2793.94
A

CHCC1
RM 1.2179 1.2180
Rch 1.0616 1.0610
R-cci 1.6456 1.6459

HC1
R-hci 1.2693 1.2740

Table 1. Harmonic frequencies (cm-1) and geometries of the 
reactant

MP2/6-31G** Experimental16 Analytical
Potential

Vi CH2 s-stretch. 3058.15 3035 2987.71
V2 CC stretch. 1571.05 1627 1747.59
V3 CH2 seis. 1341.86 1400 1336.44
V4 CCb s-stretch. 586.22 603 509.38
V5 CCb seis. 291.53 299 176.60
V Torsion 662.37 686 732.60
V7CH2 a-stretch. 3162.69 3130 3068.34
V CH2 rock. 1056.30 1095 1084.89
V9 CCb a-stretch. 773.76 800 825.05
V10 CCb ro 이。 352.46 372 260.13
Vi CH2 wag. 817.64 875 588.44
V12 CCb wag. 444.39 460 234.01

A
Ri (C1-C2) 1.3345 1.3352
R2(C1-H1) 1.0781 1.0806
Rs (Ci-H2) 1.0781 1.0792
R4 (C2-CI1) 1.7267 1.7321
Rs (C2-O2) 1.7267 1.7283

Degree
。1 (ZC2-C1-H1) 120.25 124.84
仇(ZC2-C1-H2) 120.25 119.34
但(ZCi-C.-Cli) 122.56 123.35
。4 (ZC1-C2-C12) 122.56 121.97

Table 3. Harmonic irequencies (cm-1) and geometries of the 
transition state

MP2/6-31G** Analytical Potential

V CH2 s-stretch. 1462.16 2434.25
V CC stretch. 1856.63 1844.28
V3 CH2 seis. 817.77 1454.77
V4 CCb s-stretch. 677.14 649.72
V5 CCb seis. 136.82 153.27
V Torsion 515.96 934.44
V CH2 a-stretch. 3179.51 3439.84
V CH2 rock. 1849.51 i 1533.381
V CCb a-stretch. 439.15 494.41
V10 CCb rock. 310.53 274.49
Vn CH2 wag. 744.92 630.49
V12 CCb wag. 304.34 196.82

A
R」(C1-C2) 1.2600 1.2845
R2(C1-H1) 1.2409 1.2955
Rs (Ci-H2) 1.0735 1.1292
R4 (C2-CI1) 2.5757 2.6735
Rs (C2-O2) 1.6206 1.7193
R6(H1-C11) 1.7385 1.9953

Degree
어 (ZC.-Ci-Hi) 90.75 151.85
伙(ZC2-C1-H2) 139.75 139.62
어 (ZCi-C.-Cli) 86.51 59.37
어 (ZC1-C2-C12) 167.83 167.18
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Figure 1. Optimized structures of 1,1 -dichloroethylene at the 
transition state undergoing 邓 HC1 elimination reaction obtained 
by (a) the analytical potential energy surfaces and (b) the ab initio 
calculations.

V =顷GQ + f顷c血)+ T飾c" +顷他(山)+

6 2
+ £ W) + £ 顷%) + E (1) 

z = 1 i = 1

The potential energy was chosen as the sum of bond stretch
ing plus bending potential energies fbr each of the six angles 
along with wagging and torsional terms. Each of these 
potentials is multiplied by appropriate switching functions 
so as to provide correct asymptotic limits of the potential. In 
addition, each term is adjusted with parameters to allow the 
total potential to be fitted to the measured fundamental fre
quencies, equilibrium structures of the reactant and products, 
and the heat of reaction.

The carbon-carbon interaction, V^c^c^), is a Morse-type 
function whose parameters are varied with interatomic dis
tances.

[~^cc(Rc，] c0 - R%c) c(Rc，] c0 ~^cc)_|
e 2e 12 「⑵

where

Dec = D"- (D；c-D牛Q幻矿(Rc冋,Rcmb\,d\) (3) 

ac = acc - (acc - acc、)SW(R(m，Rcm，b\, d\、)(4) 

Rcc = Rcc-&CC-R% c)W(RjHi，Rcmb\,d\) (5) 

with

SW(Rc 1丑1顶°2(如1，次1，次1)=

2/ -°iRcq"R%h-R%ci)、\
tanhp^^ 11 1 (6)

In (3), D：c and D% are the potential well depths fbr the car
bon-carbon triple and double bonds, respectively. dcc and 
a are the curvature parameters andand 吐 are the 
equilibrium bond distances fbr the triple and double bonds, 
respectively, in (4) and (5). The switching function defined 
by (6) alters the Morse parameters of the carbon-carbon 
bond from those of the double bond to those appropriate fbr 
the triple bond as the reaction proceeds.

The interaction potential fbr the conserved carbon-hydro
gen bond is given by

「-2acH(Rceo-R?h) -2acH(Rci%-R；h)
卩(RjQ =Qc"e -2e 12 J

⑺ 

where

Dch = d'ch(d'ch — D%h、)SW(RciHi，Regli，d?) (8) 

aCH = aCH(aCH - aCH)SW(Rc[Hi，Rc＜i，(9) 

^ch = R*ch(Wch — R%h)SW(Rc[Hi，RcQi，d，dQ (1°) 

with

SW(Rc[Hi，Rcd，^2,妇=

「R%H-R%ci)、tanh]奶e 2 1 2 1 1 (11)

As in (3)-(6), D" and D^H are the well depths, Ojh and 
矿丑 are the curvature parameters,。,丑 and Ojh are the 
equilibrium bond distances between H and the triple and 
double bonded carbons, respectively.

The conserved carbon-chlorine interaction potential is 
given by

卩(R")=

「-2acci(Rc，＞cl -R%ci) -2acci(Rc，＞c、-R%c/)_|
"卜 2 1 -2e 2 1 J (12) 

where 

Deci

acci

=Deci- (Dec/ -Deci)SW(RjHi，Rckw 如，弘)

(13)

=a"/- (*cci - a"i、)SW(Rc[Hi，Rcm，妇，妇

(14)

=^cci-飾"/ -或ci、)SW(Rc[Hi，Rcm，妇，心

(15)

with

SW(Rc ih"cQi， 如,次3)=

2/ -d3(Rc、h「Rcq「R©)'
tanh I b3e (16)
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The potential term between the carbon and departing hydro
gen is

矿(Rjh) = yM(&/*7"(%c/"w"g，

CbC2, C3) (17)

where

矿m(Rc冋)=

d ( -2acn(&伊广&£) —2aCH^c H"打)、DdCH[e 1 1 -2e 1 1 ) (18)

1 „ ? 、V(et)=；侃,(Q - %f (25)

where

侃，=財q(R,Rk, £i) (26)

Q =歸-(Qq -《)海1成5，&：皿，丫"希)(27) 

with

—& ((%-R；V + (% 打')
/70(R,Rk, &) = e (28)

sw(Rc冋,Reg r,再)=力4(%”"h血,%顷 G，G，G)=

-®i (&，Hr 11 + &財"]- &C折)'
(29)

-C3(&%C•厂 R%C)
e 1 2 (19)

This term is attenuated by ATKR"%,氐七玦，Rc、c, 
CPC^C3) representing the interactions between the C] and 
C2 whose distance becomes shorter, H] and C1)approaching, 
and H] and H2 pushing away each other as the reaction pro
ceeds.

Also, /(&，cl) is the carbon-chlorine interaction term 
taken as

矿(R*)=

WRcqM T2(Rhm，Rw%，Rcm，C4，C5，C6) (20) 

where

矿"9)=

d ( —2《；("(&— 禺") a(:/(&k匕 — 禺;〈기)、
現』。 -2e 2 1 j (21)

4上(R"L＜，RjE，Rjj，C4, J，CQ =

(] —〔、(&//[(*]—&*〈")) (] ——W)j

一＞(& c ~^cC)
e 1 2 (22)

The 너-Cl bond forming interaction term is given by

1 / -2%“."(&"." -&；＜")
S")=抄妇("

_%Cl (的七 CL _Rh(H)\-2e " jx 妃3(&*，紿아，&)

where

直』&伊"弓아, 5 =

—匸7（&时—&£）—匸7（&戶!—禺"） C 1 1 2 12-e -e

(23)

(24)

The function is attenuated by the bond breaking carbon
hydrogen, carbon-chlorine interactions.

All the bending potentials have the quadratic form given 
by

In (26)-(29), R, and Rk are the two interatomic distances 
defining the an이e 이 while R； and 眉 are the corresponding 
equilibrium bond distances. 이and 이: are the equilibrium 

angles. Eq. (26) attenuates the bending force constant as the 
reaction proceeds.

The alpha bending function is used for the wagging poten
tials taken as

v(a) = fa (a - n)2 (30)

a = j財‘mR"兀) (3i)

,„o 2
AT,(R„ kt) = e1 ( ' — ') (32)

The torsional potential is given by

"Ch (们=J%(1 -cos 20) (33)

V0 = VMl(Rjh、，。) (34)

-이- R%
力孔(&*，b) = e (35)

where 裙 is the torsional barrier height and 0 is the dihedral 

angle with 0 = 0 for the planar conformation.
Eq. (1) contains 78 adjustable parameters, 23 of which are 

the equilibrium well-depth, curvature and bond distance 
parameters for the six possible diatomic pairs. For the well 
depth, curvature and equilibrium bond length of HC1, values 
from ref. 11 were used while for other bond length parame
ters, the ab initio results were used. In order to fit the reac
tion endothermicity and the vibrational frequencies of the 
reactant and products to the observed values, the equilibrium 
well depth and curvature parameters were adjusted. The 
parameters determined are listed in Table 4. The equilibrium 
bond angles of the ab initio results were used for the bending 
interactions and in order to fit the vibrational frequencies, 
the bending force constants were adjusted. The switching 
functions alfect the rate of change of parameters from the 
reactant to the products. The attenuating functions affect the 
energy and structure of the transition state and the variation 
of the internal coordinates along the reaction path. To deter-
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Table 4. Equilibrium Morse parameters for diatomic pairs

Diatomic pairs (a-併 Dap (kcal/mol) aa (A-1) 橇(A)

CC 225.09 2.20 1.218
C=C 184.03 1.95 1.334
三C-H 123.14 1.88 1.061
=C-H 110.41 1.80 1.078
三 C-Cl 91.23 1.72 1.646
=C-C1 80.24 1.66 1.727
H-Cl 97.16 1.86 1.274
h2 0.742
Cl2 1.988

mine these parameters, the bonding and the bending interac
tions were separated from the potential terms. The para
meters of the bonding interaction were fitted by the internal 
coordinate variations on IRC from the ab initio calculation 
and the analytical potential surfoce. The parameters of the 
bending interactions were separated into the local modes of 
-C너2 and -CCb and were fitted by the internal coordinate 
variations of the analytical potential functions. For the other 
local modes collected by the wagging terms and the tor
sional terms, the parameters were adjusted to reproduce the 
vibrational frequencies. After fitting each local mode, con
cerning the bond forming and bond breaking, these parame
ters were adjusted until the results from IRC of the analytical 
potential energy surfoce was in good qualitative agreement 
with IRC of the ab initio calculation. The parameters thus 
obtained are listed in Table 5, 6, 7, respectively. The transi
tion state structure was determined by the analytical poten
tial energy surfoce using the standard method in the 
GAMESS package. IRC from the analytical potential energy 
surfoce was calculated using the constrained optimization 
method developed by Gonzalez and Schlegel. This is the 
same method used to obtain IRC from the ab initio calcula
tion. Also, the same conditions for convergence were used in 
the calculation.

Table 5. Bending potential parameters

Angle a-由丫 償-(A/rad2) 命(deg.) 出eq (deg.)

H1-C1-H2 0.295 0.00 119.50
C2-C1-H1 0.523 180.00 120.25
C2-C1-H2 0.523 180.00 120.25
CI1-C2-CI2 0.232 180.00 114.86
C1-C2-CI1 0.350 0.00 122.57
C1-C2-CI2 0.350 180.00 122.57

Table 6. Wagging and torsional potential parameters

Wagging potential

(mdyn - A/rad2) 
For HK=C 
f°: 0.140
ForCl2C=C

f°: 0.100

Torsional potential

Torsion barrier 
:24.87 (kcal/mol)

Ta비e 7. Switching, attenuating, wagging and torsional potential 
parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

bi 4.4 C7 2.8
b2 9.5 & 1.8
b3 7.5 £2 12.0
di 1.3 均 1.0
d? 1.6 £ 1.2
ds 1.2 £ 1.3
Ci 8.0 £ 1.0
C2 6.2 七 2.7
C3 0.1 9 2.0
C4 2.0 七 3.4
C5 9.0 七 3.2
c6 0.1 匕 3.4
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Classical Trajectories. The classical Hamiltonian used in 
the trajectory calculation was written in terms of the absolute 
Cartesian coordinates.6-9 In unimolecular reactions, it is nece
ssary to sample high energy states of the molecules where 
the system is strongly coupled. The initial sampling requires 
to sample the initial Cartesian coordinates and momenta. 
However, a large number of degrees of freedom of the reac
tant molecule makes it difficult to study the unimolecular 
reactions. Hence, it is assumed that all the classical trajecto
ries that lead to the elimination of products from the reactant 
should pass through the saddle point. Thus, an orthant-like 
sampling was carried out at the transition state structure to 
randomly select the initial momenta of the trajectories.9 To 
conserve the total energy of the system, the initial momenta 
were scaled to the available kinetic energy T(=E-Vts). 
where E is the sum of the initial rovibrational energy of the 
reactant and VTs is the potential energy at the transition state. 
The initial rotational enei^y was sampled from thermal dis
tribution at 300 K for a symmetric top following Hase.9,15

Integration of the classical equation of motion was done 
with the Gear's algorithm with an intermediate interval of 
5.0 x 10-14 sec.9 The 1352 trajectories were calculated at the 
initial vibrational energy of 153.56 kcal/mol (equivalent to 
the photon energy at 193 nm). Starting from the selected ini
tial states, the trajectories were integrated until the complex 
was made (when the two fragments were 4 A apart) or until 
the upper limit of 1 ps in time was exceeded. The length of 
the hydrogen bond in the complex is 3.70 A, which is greater 
than the distance where 너Cl travels during the time of 
isomerization of vinylidene.5 The results of the integration 
were checked at an interval of 1.0 x IO-15 sec. The energy 
conservation | 宜 |/E was 〜9 乂 10- at 153.56 kcal/m이 

after completion of the integration during 1 ps, which was 
the maximum integration time used in this study. From the 
trajectory results, the relative translational energy was calcu
lated according to the method in the MERCURY program 
developed by 너ase and co-wcwk여‘s."

Results and Discussion

The potential energies from the ab initio calculations and
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Table 8. Energies m kcal/mol from the ab initio calculations and 
from the analytical potential surface

ab initio calcualtion Analytical potential 
surface

barrier height 89.51 77.10
endothermicity 33.89 30.73
reverse barrier height 55.64 46.37

from the analytical potential surface are summarized in 
Table 8. The endothermicity is in good agreement with the 
experimental enthalpy at 298K, 27.9 士 10.9 kcal/mol.1 The 
large uncertainty in the experimental data comes from the 
large uncertainty in the enthalpy of formation of chloro- and 
dichloroacethylene.

The structures and vibrational frequencies of optimized 
geometries in the reaction of 1,1-DCE from the analytical 
potential surface were summarized in Table 1, 2 and 3. The 
structure of the transition state obtained by the analytical 
potential surface is shown in Figure 1(a). The a-& or four- 
center HCl elimination reaction takes place through planar 
transition state shown in Figure 1. In the initial stage of the 
reaction, the departing Cl atom travels toward the cis-H 
atom and reaches the transition state. The transition states 
from the ab initio calculations and from the analytical poten
tial energy surface are very similar. The reacting C-Cl bond 
is already very stretched and is virtually broken. The react
ing C-H bond is only slighty stretched and the HCl bond is 
still substantially longer than that in the free HCl molecule. 
The C-H bond breaking and the H-Cl bond formation take 
place after the transition state. This HCl elimination takes 
place maintaining the global Cs symmetry. Figure 2 shows 
IRC of the reaction calculated from the ab initio calculation 
and from the analytical potential energy surface. The overall 
shape of IRC of the analytical potential surface is in good 
agreement with the one from the ab initio calculations.

As can be seen in the tables, the vibrational frequencies 
and structural parameters of the species calculated by the ab 
initio and analytical potential surfaces are in good qualitative 
agreement while the energy, that is the barrier height and the 
structure of the transition state are somewhat different. Spe
cifically, the departing H atom is closer to the departing Cl 
atom in the transition state calculated from the ab initio sur
face. However, as mentioned above, the overall mechanism 
of the reaction revealed by the two surfaces is exactly the 
same. The only references fbr the parameter fitting were the 
reaction endothermicity, vibrational frequencies and equilib
rium structures of the reactant and products. Concerning the 
number of parameters to be determined, the calculated IRC 
from the analytical surface shows the similar shape to the 
one from the ab initio surface, although not quantitatively 
the same.

1592 trajectories were calculated at the energy of 153.56 
kcal/mol and 57.6% of these were reactive. The average 
translational energy of the relative motion evaluated from 
the trajectories was 13.906 kcal/mol while 11.51 kcal/mol 
was measured from the experiment.2 The translational

REACTION COORDINATE
Figure 2. Potential energies along the minimum energy path for 
a,。HCl elimination reaction from 1,1 -dichloroethylene obtained 
by (a) the ab initio calculations and (b) the analytical potential 
functions.

Experiment0.12

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY(kcal/mol)

Figure 3. Translational energy distribution of HCl from a。 
elimination reaction of 1,1 -dichloroethylene calculated by classical 
trajectory calculations on the constructed analytical potential 
energy surfaces. The dots represent the experimentally measured 
distribution from ref. 2.

energy distribution of the relative motion is shown in Figure
3. Not only the average but also the overall shape of the rela
tive translational energy distribution obtained by the classi
cal trajectory calculation on the analytical potential surface 
is in excellent agreement with the experimental result. Since 
the product translational energy is determined by the transi
tion state and the exit channel barrier, the analytical potential 
energy surface well explains the overall shape of the poten
tial surfaces along the reaction coordinate in the exit chan
nel.
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Gordon et al.5 have found that the elimination of HCl from 
di-vinyl chloride by a photon absorption followed by inter
nal conversion occurs by aa and aQelimirtation with the 
probabilities of 0.75 and 0.25, respectively. For the observed 
same rotational distributions of the products from the aa 
and aP mechanisms, they proposed that the rotational distri
bution is not determined until late in the reaction path. In this 
case, the final distribution is insensitive to the transition 
state. In addition, they have found that the difference 
between the rotational distributions in ^ = 0 and u ” > 0 is 
the same for both the aa and aP elimination. They pro
posed that this dichotomy may also be determined late in the 
reaction (exit channel elfect). Such a process is suggestive of 
formati on of a T-shaped HCI-C2 H2 tt complex in the product 
region, which was suggested by Morokuma et al. in their ab 
initio calculations1. A vibrationally excited 리Cl (u ”〉0) 
moves more slowly and therefore, has a larger capture cross 
section by the sibling acetylene product than HCl (u ” = 0), 
concerning the same total available energy. Thus, the HCl in 
u H > 0 has higher probability in forming the complex while 
the HCl in u ” = 0 is mainly formed by the direct elimination 
from the chloroethylene. Once forming the complex, the 
subsequent decomposition should produce a Boltzmann-like 
rotational distribution, as contrasted by a non-Boltzmann 
distribution resulting from direct (concerted) elimination of 
리Cl (u ”= 0). So the rotational distribution of HCl in u ” = 0 
would have contributions from both the direct and complex 
mechanisms. Gordon et al. proposed that the rotational dis
tribution of HCl is determined by the area of the potential 
energy surfoce in the exit channel.5 However, our trajectory 
calculations on the constructed analytical potential energy 
surfoce was purely classical. Thus, the partitioning of the 
available enei^y into product internal degrees of freedom 
requires more elaborate semi-classical or quantal calcula
tions. Moreover, a well by formation of the complex in the 
exit channel could not be considered in the constructed sur- 
foce because such a well was not detected even by the ab ini
tio the calculations. There should be somehow means of 
treating the small attractive interactions in the exit channel in 

performing the calculations. In this sense, the constructed 
analytical potential energy surfoce has to be modified in the 
product region, which needs more study in the future.
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